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Thin-film deposition of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) is now possible, but little is known regarding the microscopic nature
of hybrid hetero-interfaces. We first assess optimal substrate combinations for coherent epitaxy of MOFs based on a lattice
matching procedure. We then perform a detailed quantum mechanical / molecular mechanical investigation of the growth of
(011) MOF-5 on (110) rutile TiO2. The lowest energy interface configuration involves a bidentate connection between two TiO6
polyhedra with deprotonation of terephthalic acid to a bridging oxide site. The epitaxy of MOF-5 on the surface of TiO2 was
modelled with a forcefield parametrised to quantum chemical binding energies and bond lengths. The microscopic interface
structure and chemical bonding characteristics are expected to be relevant to other framework-oxide combinations.

1 Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are formed of inorganic
metal clusters and organic ligands, self assembled into ex-
tended porous networks. Progress in the understanding of
crystallisation mechanisms1 and methods for controlling pore
geometry and morphology2,3 has allowed the fabrication of
thin film MOFs for applications including molecular sensors,
smart membranes and catalytic coatings.4,5

There are two distinct approaches for fabricating MOF het-
erointerfaces.6 The first is the deposition of a preformed MOF
onto a surface, e.g. using a a one-pot solvothermal reaction.
The second is templated growth where the surface of a sub-
strate can be functionalised, for example, with -thio, -COOH
or -CF3 monolayers.7–9 The latter is considered advantageous
for uniform thin-film growth since it offers selective and direc-
tional growth with a reduced number of defects at interfacing
sites.

There are numerous examples of MOF interface formation
in the recent literature. For example, Ameloot et al. demon-
strated controlled thickness and crystal size of thin film growth
of HKUST-1 (a Cu2+ paddle-wheel structure with attractive
physical properties10) on Cu metal electrodes using electro-
chemical deposition.11 In accordance with classical nucle-
ation theory, they report decreasing MOF crystal size with an
increased applied voltage due to an increased rate of crystal
growth. In 2010, Yoo et al. reported the heterostructured lay-

ered growth of the isorecticular IRMOF-3 and MOF-5 struc-
tures on the surface of Al2O3.12 Using a core/shell approach,
where one MOF is seeded on top of the other, a layered struc-
ture formed of Al2O3 substrate/IRMOF-3/MOF-5 layers was
grown. Growth was demonstrated regardless of which MOF
formed the core and shell. This approach allows for the con-
struction of complex heterostructured devices with differing
porosity and functional properties throughout the material.
More recently, Fischer et al. reported a heterostructure be-
tween HKUST-1 and [Cu2ndc2dabco] (ndc: 1,4-naphtalene
dicarboxylate, dabco: 1,4-diazabicyclo(2.2.2) octane), which
were grown upon a pyridyl-functionalized Au substrate.13 The
layered systems displayed enhanced adsorption affinity for
small organic molecules, such as methanol, at standard con-
ditions. A significant development has been the application of
vapour phase deposition techniques: Ameloot et al. and Ritala
et al. independently reported the gas phase deposition of ZIF-
8 and MOF-5 onto surfaces using the chemical vapour depo-
sition and atomic layer deposition, respectively. The optimi-
sation of vapour phase approaches to the growth of MOF thin
films would allow greater control over uniformity and thick-
ness for device manufacturing.14,15

Resolving the interface structure following epitaxial growth
is challenging, especially for hybrid solids that are inher-
ently ‘soft’ materials. Different experimental approaches have
been attempted for determining the surface termination of
MOFs, including an atomic-force microscopy examination of
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HKUST-1.16 Computational approaches to predicting the ter-
mination of MOF crystals have also provided useful guid-
ance. Schmid et al. used classical and first principles meth-
ods to predict the surface structure and growth mechansim of
HKUST-1.17 The calculated surface formation energies sug-
gested that a ligand termination of the (111) surface is the
lowest energy cleavage of the crystal. It should also be noted
that complex defects are possible in MOFs, such as missing
ligands and metal clusters during growth, further complicate
surface structure characterisation.18

Following an initial screening procedure to identify lattice-
matched MOF / substrate combinations, we report a com-
bined classical and first principles investigation of the mech-
anism of epitaxy of MOF-5 on the (110) surface of rutile
TiO2. Favourable binding positions of the BDC linker forming
MOF-5 are calculated with density functional theory (DFT)
and used to re-parameterise an existing MOF forcefield to de-
scribe the interface. The (011) surface of MOF-5 is then inter-
faced with the (110) surface of TiO2 and the resulting chemi-
cal interactions and surface reconstruction are reported.

2 Methodology

2.1 Lattice matching procedure

Screening for optimal materials combinations based on min-
imization of lattice mismatch was conducted to find viable
combinations of MOFs and binary materials including mainly
metal oxides. We employed the electronic-lattice-site (ELS)
procedure.19 The process involves cleaving all low-index sur-
faces of both the MOFs and substrates using the atoms object
in the atomic simulation environment (ASE).20 The mismatch
of surface cell vectors (u× v) can then be calculated as a per-
centage difference, taking into account possible orientations
and supercell expansions. The definition of surface cell pa-
rameters is given by the Zur and McGill scheme of defining a
set of primitive vectors of the cell such that they are indepen-
dent of any rotations or reflections of the lattice, thus allowing
a complete identification of compatible surfaces for epitaxial
interfacing.21,22 We define an arbitrary cut-off of 8 % mis-
match, which takes into account the mechanical softness and
flexibility of many hybrid frameworks.

2.2 First principles calculations

Total energy calculations were performed within the Kohn-
Sham density functional theory framework using the PBEsol
functional for the exchange-correlation potential with a D3
van der Waals correction in the QUICKSTEP module of
the CP2K program.23–25 PBE pseudopotentials of the an-
alytical form of Goedecker, Teter and Hutter (GTH) were
used to model the interaction between the valence elec-

trons [Ti(2s23s23p63d2), C(2s22p2), O(2s22p4), F(2s22p5),
and H(1s)] and the atomic cores.26 Kohn-Sham orbitals are
expanded with local Gaussian functions from the cc-TZ li-
brary for C, H, F and O with those from the DZV-GTH-PADE
library for Ti.27,28 The planewave cut-off for the auxiliary den-
sity basis set was set to 300 Ry with SCF convergence set to
1×10−7 Ha.

2.3 Forcefield calculations

Analytical forcefield calculations used GULP29,30 and the
VMOF forcefield31 as parameterised for common MOFs.
VMOF represents the interaction between metal and ligands
by modified MM3 Buckingham potentials, as given in Equa-
tion 1, plus the Coulomb terms, and is an extension to a previ-
ous parameterised forcefield, BTW-FF.32–34
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potential, that were parameterised for each metal to reproduce
the structural and mechanical properties of a subset of MOFs
including: MOF-5, IRMOF-10, MOF-650, UiO-66, UiO-67,
MIL-125, NOTT-300, and MOF-74.

Intramolecular bonding parameters of the ligands are taken
directly from the CHARMM library and charges derived us-
ing the charge equilibrium scheme of Gasteiger.35–37 Formal
charges were used for the metal cations and oxide anions
within the metal nodes; we can therefore consider the node
and ligands as essentially separate components.

The total internal energy (U) expression can be written as
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where, kr, kθ and kΨ are interatomic force constants, r the
distance between a pair of atoms, θ are 3-body and Ψ are 4-
body angles, q represents point charges and ε0 the vacuum
permittivity.

Long-range interactions of the ligand were treated as
Lennard-Jones functions with combination rules for ε and σ

of each individual atom. Lennard-Jones interactions of the
ligands were truncated at 12.5 Å and the cut-off of the MM3
Buckingham interactions of the metal node was set to 12.0 Å.

For the TiO2 surface, a formal charge model was adopted,
with Ti and O interacting via a MM3 Buckingham term as was
used for the MOF metal node. Combination rules were used
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for the εi j and d0
i j values of the MM3 functional, which were

parameterised to reproduce structural and mechanical proper-
ties of bulk rutile TiO2.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Epitaxial matching

A screening procedure was executed to calculate the lattice
mismatch between a range of common MOFs and inorganic
materials, such as oxides and chalcogenides, with the purpose
being to identify systems with small variations of the interfac-
ing surface cell parameters (Figure 1). The procedure does not
consider chemical identity, but focuses on lattice strain, calcu-
lated as the percentage difference between interfacing surface
parameters. If lattice mismatch of the cleaved surfaces is cal-
culated to exceed 8% between a “soft” MOF and compara-
tively hard binary material surface, is it unlikely that a uni-
form coverage of that MOF on the surface would be observed.
Furthermore, large lattice mismatch between surface parame-
ters is likely to introduce extended defects at interfacing sites,
mechanical instability and weak chemical bonding.

The results of the epitaxial screening are summarised in
Figure 1. Numerical values of lattice mismatch, surface in-
dices and surface expansions are provided as supporting infor-
mation. Several interesting trends are found. Firstly, common
binary materials used as templates for surface growth, includ-
ing Al2O3, TiO2 and α-SiO2, are identified to have low lattice
mismatch with many MOF topologies. This includes common
MOFs such as COF-1, MIL-125, DMOF-1 (orthorhombic and
rhombohedral polymorphs) and MOF-649, suggesting these
to be functional templating materials. Secondly, we highlight
that MOF-649 and DMOF-1 with wine-rack pore topology
show the greatest surface compatibility across most binary
materials considered. These MOFs are good candidates for
porous thin film materials. The screening procedure has also
identified ZnO and ZrO2 to be poor substrate materials for the
epitaxial growth of MOFs.

Our results confirm experimental observations made by
Hermes et al. who reported the successful growth of MOF-
5 on Al2O3 surfaces but state that growth was not possible on
α-SiO2 wafers with the same reaction conditions.38 There is a
favourable lattice mismatch between the (011) and (110) sur-
faces of MOF-5 and the (010) and (100) surfaces of Al2O3.
However, we do not find any favourable lattice planes that
would interface effectively between MOF-5 and SiO2 in ac-
cord with the experimental observations.

3.2 Epitaxial growth of MOF-5 on TiO2

We now consider the interface between the (110) surface of
TiO2 and the (011) surface of MOF-5 in more detail as a rep-

Fig. 1 Assessment of epitaxial matching between a range of
metal-organic frameworks and inorganic materials. The square
markers signify lattice mismatch within 8%. The size of the marker
is inversely proportional to the mismatch in surface area (u× v
expansion) between the interfacing surfaces. The colour of the
marker reflects the lattice strain, from blue (low strain) to red (high
strain). The most favourable matches therefore appear as large blue
squares. The interface with the smallest mismatch is plotted for each
combination. The polymorphs chosen are the experimental
structures at T = 300 K, with both the anatase (A) and rutile (R)
phases considered for TiO2.

resentative system (see Figure 2). TiO2 is a photocatalytic
material and popular for its surface reactivity.39–41 The (110)
surface of TiO2 is known to favourably bind the benzene di-
carboxylate (BDC) ligands that form MOF-5.42 MOF-5, first
synthesised by Yaghi et. al., is composed of BDC ligands and
Zn2+ cations in tetrahedral coordination, with each metal node
containing 4 Zn ions and 1 central inorganic oxygen anion.43

3.2.1 Carboxylate attachment on TiO2: first princi-
ples. The (110) surface of TiO2 was cut with a 6× 3 surface
expansion using GDIS.44 The final surface slab contained 540
atoms with cell dimensions of 17.7 and 19.5 Å. The com-
plexity of surface defects and the presence of water adlay-
ers is extensively reported for TiO2.45–48 To reduce the cost
and complexity of the calculations we consider the bare unre-
constructed (110) surface of TiO2 as a representative interface
with MOFs. To create a 3-D periodic model, a vacuum gap
of 32 Å was added in the z-direction. Such a large vacuum
region is necessary as the length of BDC exceeds 7 Å. Once
placed on the oxide surface, the gap must be sufficient that
electrostatic interactions of the BDC/oxide surface do not ex-
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Fig. 2 Representation of the unit cell of rutile TiO2 (left) and
MOF-5 (right) with highlighted lattice planes (pink) along (110) and
(011), respectively.

tend across periodic images. Multiple configurations for plac-
ing BDC on the (110) surface of TiO2 were investigated in-
cluding atomic relaxation (see Figure 3 and Table 1).

We consider six models, which we describe in terms of the
initial and final configurations: Model 1. Initial: Monoden-
tate binding configuration of BDC to one Ti polyhedron with
the capping hydrogen of BDC at an appropriate distance for
an oxide-H(BDC) interaction Final: The ligand remained in
a monodentate configuration with the proton of the BDC di-
rected at a surface oxide ion. Model 2. Initial: Monodentate
binding configuration to one Ti polyhedron with the proton of
BDC pointing away from the surface. Final: The ligand trans-
lated from being above one Ti polyhedra to approach a second
one in a bidentate manner. The movement across the surface
distorted the ligand into a local minimum with reduced sym-
metry. Model 3. Initial: Bidentate binding of BDC between
two Ti polyhedra in the x direction with the proton initialised
to point away from the surface. Final: A small displacement
of the molecule was observed and bidentate contact with the
surface was maintained. Model 4. Initial: The ligand was ini-
tialised as a bidentate connection between two Ti polyhedra in
the xy plane with the proton initialised to point away from the
surface. Final: Deprotonation occured as illustrated in Figure
4. A loss of bidentate coordination resulted in the proton in-
teracting with a nearby oxide and rotation of the ligand into
the same position as model 6. Model 5. Initial: Deprotonated
model 2 with the hydrogen located on a three-coordinate oxy-
gen of the surface that is located between Ti polyhedra. Final:
A small displacement of the ligand. Model 5 (low symmetry).
Initial: The same as model 5 but with symmetry breaking of
the Ti-O to check for alternative local minima. Final: The
bond lengths were very similar to model 5 with an energy low-
ering of only 54 meV. Model 6. Initial: Deprotonated model 2
with the hydrogen located on a two-coordinate bridging oxy-
gen on the surface. Final: Minor structure relaxation. Model
6 (low symmetry). Initial: The same as model 6 but with
symmetry breaking of the Ti-O to check for alternative local

H(BDC)

O(O-H)

O(BDC) site

TiO2

6

TiO2 110 surface

2 3

4

key

5

1

x

y

z

Fig. 3 Initial configurations of the BDC ligand on the (110) surface
of TiO2. Highlighted (purple) is a central region of the TiO2 surface
for depicting the relative positions of Ti polyhedra that the BDC
were bound to. For each surface model we highlight (blue) the Ti
polyhedra that the BDC is initialised as bound to, with the capping
of the carboxylate/carboxylic acid group that was considered at this
binding site (lower right of each image). Yellow highlighted oxygen
atoms indicate an initial H-bonding interaction with protonated
BDC and green shows the initial position of protons when
considering a deprotonated ligand at the surface. Arrows across
binding sites show the orientation of the BDC ligand.
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a b

c d

Fig. 4 Deprotonation of BDC (model 4 in Figure 3) during
optimisation: (a) the initial configuration of the ligand; (b) the loss
of the bonding interaction between the protonated carboxylic acid
oxygen and Ti as the ligand begins to rotate; (c) the proton on the
carboxylic acid oxygen beginning to interact with a bridging oxygen
on the surface; (d) the proton transfer from the ligand to the surface.

minima. Final: The original structure was largely recovered,
and no energy gain was found.

The most favourable site for BDC adsorption (Table 1) is
model 6 (Figure 3) with monodentate binding and deproto-
nation. The high relative energies of the other configurations
suggests that for an isolated ligand on the surface of TiO2,
only this ground-state configuration would be accessible.

3.2.2 Carboxylate attachment on TiO2: forcefield.
Exploring the configurational space of the interface between
MOF-5 and TiO2 using first principles techniques is pro-
hibitively expensive from a computational perspective. We
therefore developed an analytical forcefield model to describe
the interface. The starting point was an existing forcefield de-
rived for metal-organic frameworks, VMOF, which describes
the bulk properties of a wide range of metal-organic frame-
works.31 A forcefield for TiO2 was fitted to reproduce the lat-
tice parameters and elastic constants of bulk TiO2 (rutile) the
results of which are shown in Table 2.

The next step was to model the MOF / oxide interaction,
which includes reproducing the first principles binding ener-
gies of BDC to the TiO2 surface. For consistency, experimen-
tal lattice parameters of TiO2 were used for both sets of calcu-
lations on the surface, with the atomic positions fully relaxed
in each case. Charges in the cross-linking BDC ligand were
re-fitted to reproduce the Ti-O(carb) bond lengths and bind-

Table 1 Relative energy (∆UR) of the six models considered for
binding of BDC on TiO2 (shown in Figure 3). The internal energy
of binding (∆U) is calculated with reference to BDC (details in SI).
Note models 5 and 6 include the energy of proton transfer to the
surface.

Model ∆UR (eV) ∆U (eV)
1 1.231 -1.442
2 1.263 -1.410
3 1.202 -1.472
4 Transforms to model 6
5 0.870 -1.804

5 (ls) 0.816 -1.858
6 0.000 -2.673

6 (ls) 0.005 -2.668

Table 2 Comparison of structural and mechanical properties of TiO2
from forcefield (FF) calculations against experimental (Exp.) values.
The percentage deviation in the cell parameters is given in
parenthesis. The elastic constants are given in GPa, while cell
lengths are in Å.

Property Exp. FF
a 4.587 4.421 (3.61)
b 4.587 4.421 (3.61)
c 2.954 3.068 (3.87)

C11 268.0 235.3
C12 175.0 178.5
C23 147.0 114.6
C33 484.2 403.9
C44 123.8 108.6
C66 190.2 178.5
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ing energies of the most stable protonated (model 3) and de-
protonated (model 6) configurations. The reference states, in-
cluding a required Coulomb correction, are detailed in the SI.
When a complete thermodynamic cycle is considered, both the
binding energies and proton transfer energies calculated from
DFT and FF techniques agree to within 0.1 eV.

3.2.3 MOF-5 on TiO2: interface structure. The lattice
spacing of the MOF-5 epilayer was expanded uniformly to
match the more rigid TiO2 substrate. Note that the calculated
bulk moduli are 217.7 GPa for TiO2 and 8.8 GPa for MOF-
5. The uniform expansion in the x and y direction will lead
to consistent strain throughout the MOF layer regardless of
height of material considered, which may not be consistent
with realistic growth, but is unavoidable when implementing
periodic boundaries. The atom positions of the vacuum slabs
of the protonated oxide and deprotonated MOF were then sep-
arately optimised using our forcefield.

The MOF-5 termination consists of two ligands that contact
the surface. The ligands are perpendicular, with a difference in
rotation of 90◦ at the surface. Although one ligand (ligand a)
was initialised as bidentate between two Ti atoms – as iden-
tified as the lowest energy position for the isolated ligand –
the other (ligand b) must be initialised as monodentate above
one Ti cation. Only the most stable deprotonated carboxylate
model was considered.

For an initial model of the interface between the surfaces of
MOF-5 and TiO2, we first consider the minimum layer thick-
ness of MOF-5 to contain one internal pore. During optimi-
sation, ligand b significantly changes geometry. The ligand
begins to tilt relative to the surface normal as the carboxylic
acid head rotates. The rotation causes electrostatic repulsion
between the carboxylic acid oxygen and the protonated bridg-
ing oxygen (O(O-H)) of the TiO2 surface. As a consequence
of this repulsion the O(O-H) is displaced, fulfilling the valence
of a neighbouring 5-coordinate Ti site, and the carboxylic acid
oxygen becomes incorporated into the surface in place of the
O(O-H) bridging group. Two configurations were possible de-
pending on the direction that the ligand initially tilts in, as de-
termined by which side of the carboxylic acid oxygen that the
proton was initialised on, with one configuration being 0.094
eV more stable than the latter. The two possible models for
ligand b as described will be referred to as ligand b model 1
and 2 and are depicted in the SI. Ligand a remains in biden-
tate coordination following optimisation and little change in
geometry is observed, further confirming the stability of the
ground-state configuration of isolated BDC on TiO2.

First principles calculations were conducted to verify the
predicted reconstruction on three positions of the isolated lig-
and b on the surface, systems 1–3 correspond to results given
in Table 3: 1. Ligand b on the surface prior to reconstruction;
2. Ligand b model 1 following surface reconstruction; 3. Lig-

Table 3 First principles relative energies prior to and following the
predicted reconstruction of the TiO2 surface at the site of ligand b
adsorption. Relative energies are given between the three
configurations (∆ U) and also relative to the thermodynamic
ground-state configuration (∆ Uground−state), illustrated as model 6
in Figure 3.

Position ∆ U (eV) ∆ Uground−state (eV)
1 2.730 3.014
2 0.000 0.284
3 0.037 0.321

a b
a b

a b

Fig. 5 Structure models considered for different layer thickness of
MOF-5 and TiO2. Ligand a and ligand b are labelled for each
model. Note that each structure is periodic in the xy plane.

and b model 2 following surface reconstruction. Comparison
of relative energies (Table 3) prior to and following the recon-
struction of the TiO2 surface, confirm forcefield predictions of
the described reconstruction mechanism at the site of ligand
b adsorption. Following the reconstruction, the final configu-
ration is the second most energetically favourable position of
isolated BDC on the (110) surface of TiO2, when compared to
the identified ground-state configuration (ligand a position).

3.2.4 MOF-5 on TiO2: interface energetics. Following
the identification of the ground-state surface configuration of
TiO2 when interfaced with MOF-5, the strength of interaction
between the layers can be assessed. Several models were con-
structed to simulate the simultaneous growth of the layers of
MOF-5 and TiO2 (Figure 5). From a plot of layer thickness
against total internal energy (see SI), the energy of adhesion
can be defined. We calculated this to be 1.43 Jm−2 for MOF-5
and TiO2.
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b

ac

ground-state H+ positions < 0.1 eV

TiO4

TiO4(BDC)ligand a

a

b

a

b

BDC O(BDC)

TiO4(BDC)ligand b

H+(ligand a)

H+(ligand b)

Fig. 6 The (110) surface of TiO2 with highlighted oxygen sites
where proton migration from ligand a (green) and ligand b (purple)
costs < 0.1 eV as predicted by forcefield calculations. TiO4
polyhedra are highlighted if ligand a (green) or ligand b (purple)
remain bonding to the Ti sites following optimisation. At the site of
ligand b, an oxygen atom is highlighted (yellow), which belongs to
carboxylate group of ligand b and has become incorporated into the
surface following reconstruction. Ligand orientation (white line) is
given for both ligand a and b. The full structure of the MOF has
been removed for clarity.

To put 1.43 Jm−2 into perspective, values of between be-
tween 2–5 Jm−2 are typical for metal/metal oxide interfaces,
whilst values less than 1 Jm−2 are expected for weakly bound
interfaces dominated by van der Waals interactions. For ex-
ample, Kohyama et al.49 calculate the energy of adhesion be-
tween Si-terminated SiC with Ti and Al metal surfaces to be
2.52 and 3.74 Jm−2, respectively. In contrast, the interface
between multi-layered graphene and SiO2 has an energy of
adhesion of 0.44 Jm−2.50 The value we report for a MOF /
oxide interface therefore suggests a reasonably strong chemi-
cal binding.

3.2.5 MOF-5 on TiO2: proton distribution. To further
validate the identified ground-state configurations of the in-
terfacing surfaces, the possibility of proton migration across
neighbouring oxide sites were considered for the model of
interfacing MOF-5 and TiO2. An extensive analysis of dif-
ferent proton positions was conducted by migrating the pro-
tons along neighbouring oxide bridges of the TiO2 surfaces
and comparing relative energies. Owing the expense of the
size of the systems considered, relative energies were calcu-
lated with the parameterised forcefield, which can reproduce
the binding energy of the proton to the surface as previously

predicted by first-principles calculations. The movement of
the protons from ligand a and b were considered separately
for two different structure models with configuration descrip-
tions and relative energies reported in the SI.

We calculate for both ligand a and b that the lowest energy
positions of the proton (following deprotonation of the BDC
ligands), is to remain on a neighbouring oxide site. Figure
6 highlights the oxide positions surrounding ligand a and b
where proton movement from the identified ground-state con-
figurations costs < 0.1 eV. Interestingly, at the site of ligand b
a further reconstruction of the surface is observed when substi-
tuting in a neighbouring site as highlighted (Figure 6), result-
ing in the newly protonated oxygen being displaced off-site
and tilt of the ligand changing as it rotates into the new posi-
tion at the surface in its place. The thickness of the MOF layer
(as studied by considering the difference in calculated ener-
gies for structures 1 and 2) was found not to affect the binding
mechanism of MOF-5 on the surface of TiO2 (see SI). The
same ground-state configurations is maintained for all layer
thicknesses considered in this study.

4 Conclusions

A number of viable metal-organic framework / inorganic sub-
strate combinations have been identified that could be used
for epitaxial thin-film growth. We have focused on the proto-
type case of the (011) surface of MOF-5 on the (110) surface
of rutile TiO2, including the initial contact of the ligands, fol-
lowed by the structure and thermodynamics of complete films.
Ideal growth with clean termination of surfaces were consid-
ered for this initial analysis of the thermodynamics associated
with the growth of MOFs on oxide surfaces. We find that fol-
lowing deprotonation of the BDC ligand, it is thermodynami-
cally favourable for the TiO2 surface to reconstruct, resulting
in the incorporation of a ligand into the surface. The energy
of adhesion between MOF-5 and TiO2 surfaces is calculated
to be 1.43 Jm−2, which reflects the significant chemical inter-
action at the hybrid heterointerface.

5 Data Access Statement

The VMOF forcefield is available as a library file for GULP
from https://github.com/WMD-group/VMOF.
The interface structure models and program in-
put/output files are available from https://github.
com/WMD-group/Epitaxy-MOF-5-TiO2- and
https://researchdata.ands.org.au.
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